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W Asymmetry and relations to PDFs
(Better to look at W-/W+ versus y)
New technique used in CDF : Unfolding the W-

lepton Charge Asymmetry to extract the true W-/W+
charge asymmetry versus y. (also extract dσW/dy
distributions so one can measure σZ(y)/σW(y)

versus y.


Implications of W Asymmetry measured at CDF to
the LHC , PDFs and Deep Inelastic scattering.
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Why measure Wasym
d/u<1 because dvalence <uvalence
1.

2.

3.

4.

At the LHC W asymmetry versus y yields the absolute
value of d/u at small x.
At the Tevatron the W asymmetry versus y yields the
ratio of d/u at large x1 to d/u at small x2.
The Z/W ratio versus y yields information on the strange
quark sea at small x.
The above three pieces of information combined
constrain PDFs so that we can use W and Z events as
luminosity candles.
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pbar-p at the Tevatron
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For pbar -p Tevatron
W-/W+ = ratio [d/u(x1) at larger x1 / d/u (x2) at smaller x2]
W-= Cos2 [ d(x1) u(x2)+ ubar(x1) dbar(x2) +s(x1) c(x2) +cbar(x1) sbar(x2)]
W-= Sin2 [ d(x1) c(x2)+ ubar(x1) sbar(x2) +s(x1) u(x2) +cbar(x1) dbar(x2)]
W+ =Cos2 [ u(x1)d(x2)+ dbar(x1)ubar(x2) + c(x1)s(x2) + sbar(x1)cbar(x2)]
W+ =SIn2 [ u(x1)sx2)+dbar(x1)cbar(x2) + c(x1)d(x2) +sbar(x1)ubar(x2)]

In terms of Cos2 and sin2 of Cabbibo angle

WW+

Note x1 range at the Tevatron overlaps x range of muon
deep inelastic scattering data on hydrogen and deuterium
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For p-p LHC

W-/W+ = absolute value of d/u(x) at small x
W- = 0.949 [ d(x1) u(x2)+ u(x1) d(x2) + s(x1) c(x2) + c (x1) s(x2)]
+ 0.051 [ d(x1) c(x2) + u (x1) s(x2) +s(x1) u(x2) + c (x1) d(x2)]
W+ =0.949 [ u(x1) d(x2)+ d (x1)u(x2) + c(x1) s(x2) + s(x1)c(x2)]
+0.051 [ u(x1) s(x2) + d(x1) c(x2) + +c(x1) d(x2) + s(x1)u(x2)]

In terms of Cos2 and sin2 of Cabbibo angle

For most of the region, d (x) = u(x) =

q(x)

[d(x1) + d(x2)*q(x1)/q(x2)]

W-/W+ =

---------------------------

Note: X1 at the
LHC overlaps
range of X2 at
the Tevatron

[u(x1) + u(x2)*q(x1)/q(x2)]
At small y: x1=x2 q(x1)/q(x2) = 1
W-/W+ = ~ [d/u (x1) + d/u (x2)]*0.5
At larger y: q(x1)/q(x2) << 1 since x1 is large and x2 is small
W-/W+ = ~ d/u (x1)
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uv+usea

LHC x2

LHC x1
Tevatron x2

DIS
Tevatron x1

dv+dsea

d/u(x=0) ~1

d/u (x=1) ~0
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In General, W-/W+ and Z/W ratios are much less sensitive to
QCD order. All have similar K(y) factor that convert LO
distributions to NNLO (as long as NLO or NNLO PDFs are used in the LO code)

Tevatron: Higher order corrections move
events from high y to lower y, because of
gluon radiation (small effect)

High precision QCD at hadron colliders: Electroweak gauge boson rapidity distributions at NNLO.
C. Anastasiou, L. J. Dixon, K. Melnikov , . Petriello. Phys.Rev.D69:094008,2004.
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Unfolding W Charge Asymmetry at the Tevatron
u quark carries more momentum than d quark
←anti-proton direction proton direction→

V-A impacts



W production kinematics
W decay kinematics


P = (1 ± cos! * )2

θ*
θ*
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Unfolding the W Charge Asymmetry at CDF
New analysis technique to measure the W production charge asymmetry at the
Fermilab Tevatron” A. Bodek, Y-S Chung, B-Y Han, K. McFarland , E. Halkiadakis, Phys.
Rev. D 77, 111301(R) (2008) ; B.Y. Han (Rochester- CDF PhD 2008)- update Aug. 6.08
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The decay lepton asymmetry averages over a range of y_w.
Information in Et, and missing ET is not used at all !

All Et>25

35<Et<45

Lepton asymmetry

25<Et<35
The larger the lepton Et, the closer is the lepton Asymmetry to the W asymmetry
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Unfolding the W Charge Asymmetry use all the information (Et, MET, eta) in each event
There are only 2 y_w solutions for each event..


Analysis method: Number of W± vs yW



Use MET for Pν: missing Pz!
Use MW constraint to get 2 possible yW solutions


Weight each of them depending on:


Angular distribution

P± (cos! * , yW , pT W ) = A{(1 ! cos! * )2 + Q(yW , pTW )(1 ± cos! * )2 }

±
1,2

wt

W cross section

*
P± (cos!1,2
, y1,2 , pT W )" ± (y1,2 )
=
P± (cos!1* , y1 , pT W )" ± (y1 ) + P± (cos! 2* , y2 , pT W )" ± (y2 )






Depends on A_w !
Iterate!

q(p)+q(p)
q(p)+q(p)

q(p)+q(p)
q(p)+q(p)

Araw → Atrue: Corrections:

MET
Acceptance and smearing We show in Monte Carlo that the
process converges
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CDF 1 fm-1- W charge Asymmetry extracted from W decay
lepton asymmetry (BY Han PhD Rochester-CDF 2008) updated
Both PDFs constrain d/u with
muon DIS and DY deuterium data
but these have uncertainties

WW+

These new data are not included in current PDF fits,
but previous CDF W-lepton Asymmetry data are
included. However, the W-lepton asymmetry
averages the W asymmetry over a range of yw.

Note, I have corrected the CDF data to W=80.4 GeV
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Note, I have corrected the CDF data to
W=80.4 GeV for <Yw> each bin. So
this is my own analysis. The official
CDF data shown below is given for a
different <Mw> for each y bin
(because of the Et and MET cuts and
detector acceptance.) One
alternatively can calculate the theory
prediction for <yw> and <Mw> in each
bin and leave the CDF data as below.
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The recent Dzero “lepton” asymmetry implies an even lower
W Asymmetry and a larger difference from MRST2006nnlo
than implied by the CDF data (plot from Thorne).
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Better to look at W-/W+ (updated)
Small x d/u ~1

1. Both PDFs constrain d/u
with muon DIS and DY
deuterium data -but these
data have uncertainties

WW+

2.. CTEQ6.1M fits CDF data, but
may be tuned further by CDF data
3. MRST06 requires
more tuning

4. We can tune
d/u(x1) or d/u(x2)

Both PDFs use revious CDF Wlepton Asymmetry data.
However, the W-lepton
asymmetry averages the W
asymmetry over a range of yw.

Large x d/u~0 or 0.2

5. If we tune to Dzero “lepton” asymmetry data, we need much more tuning
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If we could measure F2D/F2p at Q2=6400 how different are the
MRST06nnlo predictions from CTEQ6.1M ???

1% difference in F2d/F2p

Small change in
F2d/F2p implies
a larger change
in d/u.

Older pdf

Two recent pdf’s
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Nuclear Corrections

In addition to the quoted
experimental errors,
d/u(x1) from muon DIS is
also sensitive to model
dependent nuclear
corrections in the
deuteron
Compare CTEQ6.1M to
CTEQ6.1 M-nuclear ref
(This PDF is CTEQ6.1M
with d/u changed to fit NMC
muon D2 data with nuclear
density corrections)

1518

CDF x1
d/u(x1) comes from muon
F2n/F2p

Nucl. Density corr

spectral

Small change in
F2d/F2p implies
a larger change
in d/u.

F2n/F2p = 2F2d/F2p - 1

No nuclear
correction
used in
CTEQ61M or
MRST06nnlo

NMC data
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Ratio of
electron
scattering for
iron and
deuterium
used to
correct for
nuclear
effects in iron
for neutrino
experiments

Shadowing
~ area

Fermi motion= spectral function
does not scale with nuclear density

Fe/D
Anti-shadowing
~ area

Binding ~density

What
about
nuclear
effects in
the
deuteron?
In some
regions it
scales
with
nuclear
density.
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CTEQ6.1Mref uses nuclear density nuclear corrections to D2
Shadowing
~ area
Other
models

Tevatron
WW+

Standard
CTEQ6.1M
and
MRST06nnlono nuclear
corr.

Fermi/spectral

X1 at Tevatron
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How different is d/u in CTEQ6.1M nuclear from CTEQ6.1M, from
MRST06 - And what change in d/u(x1) is needed to fit CDF data.

Change in
d/u(x1)
needed to fit
CDF data

10% difference in d/u

WW+
0

Small change in F2d/F2p implies a larger change in d/u.
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Tuning PDFs to fit W-/W+ data at the Tevatron











The W-asym data are very precise -more sensitive to d/u
than F2d/F2p
We can change the PDFs to fit the CDF data, but have a
choice between changing d/u(x1) within the uncertainties
of the DIS data, or changing d/u(x2) (keeping all other PDFs
the same). Dzero data require a larger change.
There are no precise measurements of d/u(x2) at small x. DIS
and Drell-Yan data on Deuterium vs are used (but what about
shadowing corrections?)
PDFs assume a functional form constrained by (Regge x->0,
d/u->1 ), (quark counting d/u->0 as x->1), number sum rules
(~1 dvalence and ~ 2uvalence with QCD) corrections to determine
dvalence .
LHC W-/W+ directly measure d/u at small x
Combined LHC and CDF data constrain d/u & are not
sensitive to nuclear&shadowing corr.
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CTEQ6.1M fits CDF data, but may be
tuned further by CDF data eg d/u(x1)

WW+

updated

Plot versus x1 to tune d/u(x1) red

CDF
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CTEQ6.1M fits CDF data, but may be
tuned further by tuning d/u(x2) - updated

y=0,14 TeV

WW+

y=0,1.96 TeV

y=0,10 TeV

Plot versus x2 tune d/u(x2) red

CDF
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Fixing MRST2006nnlo by
changing d/u(x1) updated

WW+

Plot versus x1 tune d/u(x1) red

CDF
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Fixing MRST2006nnlo by either
changing d/u(x2) - updated

y=0,14 TeV

WW+

y=0,10 TeV

Plot versus x2 tune d/u(x2) red
CDF
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updated

Fixing CTEQ6.1Mref
with nuclear
density correction
by changing d/u(x1)

Plot versus x1 tune d/u(x1) red

CDF
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updated

y=0,14 TeV

y=0,10 TeV

Fixing CTEQ6.1Mref with
nuclear correction by changing
d/u(x2)

CDF
Plot versus x2 tune d/u(x2) purple
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W- = 0.949 [ d(x1) u(x2)+ u(x1) d(x2) + s(x1) c(x2) + c (x1) s(x2)]
+ 0.051 [ d(x1) c(x2) + u (x1) s(x2) +s(x1) u(x2) + c (x1) d(x2)]
W+ =0.949 [ u(x1) d(x2)+ d (x1)u(x2) + c(x1) s(x2) + s(x1)c(x2)]
+0.051 [ u(x1) s(x2) + d(x1) c(x2) + +c(x1) d(x2) + s(x1)u(x2)]

Q2=6400
Shown are 0.02 errors

Measure W asymmetry
(unfolded) at LHC

LHC
Y
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Compare d/u and 2s/(all sea) for several PDFs
For y=0 at 14 TeV (W production)
y=0
d/u
0.927288
0.940283
0.939349
0.934616
0.933419
0.936695
0.924448
0.881951
0.898151

0.005743 x
2s/(all sea)
0.845418
0.970942
0.858893
0.857605
0.799886
0.839626
0.683733
0.778952
0.690727

CTEQ6.1M
CTEQ6.6M
MRST2006NNLO
MRST2004NLO
ZEUS2005-ZJ
MRST2004F4LO
GRV98LO no-c or b
GRV94LO no-c or b
ALEKHIN02NNLO

only
Q2
d/u Asym
0.0377277
6400
0.0307776
6400
0.031274
6400
0.033797
6400
0.0344372
6400
0.0326873
6400
0.0392593
6400
0.062727
6400
0.0536568
6400
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W-/W+ : CTEQ6.1M simple formula vs full calculation.
cteq6.1M : d/u (y=0, x=0.0056) ~ 0.93 (other pdfs 0.92-0.94)

LHC

d/u (x2)
W-/W+
d/u (x1)

Y
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Data with errors are d/u(x1-cms) at LHC extracted
from CDF data assuming d/u(x1-cdf)=CTEQ6.1M
LHC 6400
y
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
y

CM E
x1
0.0057
0.007
0.0086
0.0105
0.0128
0.0156
0.0191
0.0233
0.0284
0.0347
0.0424
0.0518
0.0633
0.0773
0.0944
0.1153
X1

14 TeV
x2
0.00574
0.0047
0.00385
0.00315
0.00258
0.00211
0.00173
0.00142
0.00116
0.00095
0.00078
0.00064
0.00052
0.00043
0.00035
0.00029
x2

0.90

W-/W+

W/W+=0.9+-0.06
Asym=0.05+-0.03
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Data with errors are d/u(x1-cms) at LHC extracted
from CDF data assuming d/u(x1-cdf) =MRST2006nnlo

LHC 6400

0.85
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Data with errors are d/u(x1-cms) at LHC extracted
from CDF data assuming d/u(x1-cdf)=CTEQ6.1Mref
with nuclear corrections

0.95

W-/W+

LHC updated
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W Asym - conclusions









New technique to unfold W-lepton eta distribution and extract the W+rapidity distributions allows measurements of W-/W+ (y) at the CDF
and LHC.
It will take some work to adapt the procedure from CDF to CMS.
d/u(x1) at LHC may be less well known than assumed in current
PDF fits. Current PDFs have d/y (y=0, x=0.0056) varying from 0.92
to 0.94. However, It is possible that 0.84 < d/u (y=0, x=0.0056) <0.96.
A combined analysis of CDF and CMS W-/W+ data versus y yields
d/u(x) over a wide range of x1,x2, independent of nuclear and
shadowing corrections in the deuteron.
Consistency requirements between LHC/CDF data on d/u(x) and DIS
and Drell Yan data on hydrogen and deuterium is useful in testing
models of nuclear effects and shadowing corrections in deuterium
and heavy nuclei.(evolve down to lower Q2). Better understanding of
nuclear corrections in D2 would make existing muon, neutrino DIS and
Drell-Yan data on H, D and nuclear targets more useful in global PDF
analyses (e.g. smaller errors on u+d).
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Unfolding W y distributions also yields: σZ/σW(y)
which is sensitive to strange and bottom sea.
Zu =0.37 [ u(x1)*ubar(x2) + ubar(x1) u(x2)+c(x1) cbar(x2) +cbar(x1)c(x2) ]
Zd =0.54 [d(x1)*dbar(x2) + dbar(x1) d(x2) +s(x1) sbar(x2) +sbar(x1) s(x2)+b(x1) bbar(x2) +bbar(x1) b(x2)]

Sbar starts 0.4 SU3 symmetric at low Q2 and
becomes almost SU3 symmetric but not quite at LHC

CTEQ6.1M

Y
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Unfolding W y distributions also yields: σZ/σW(y)
which is sensitive to strange and bottom sea.
Zu =0.37 [ u(x1)*ubar(x2) + ubar(x1) u(x2)+c(x1) cbar(x2) +cbar(x1)c(x2) ]
Zd =0.54 [d(x1)*dbar(x2) + dbar(x1) d(x2) +s(x1) sbar(x2) +sbar(x1) s(x2)+b(x1) bbar(x2) +bbar(x1) b(x2)]

Z/W simple formula (PDF terms only) compare
CTEQ6.1 strange sea with SU3 symmetric strange sea

8%

u-ubar&d-dbar&c-cbar

Y
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Conclusions σZ(y)/σW(y)
New technique to unfold W-lepton eta distribution and
extract the W+- rapidity distributions allows measurements
of W-/W+ and W/Z versus y at the CDF and LHC.

Some information on the strange sea at large x has been
measured in DIS neutrino charm production (dimuon
events), and W+charm at the Tevatron. However, no data
exist for the strange sea at very small x.

W/Z data at the LHC provide new information on strange
sea at very small x.
The u distributions are better known (e.g. HERA e-p data) than
the d,s quarks.
W-/W+ and Z/W data constrain (d,s) PDFs so that we can use W
and Z events as luminosity candles at the LHC.
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